New insight into the aggregation of graphene oxide in synthetic surface water: Carbonate nanoparticle formation on graphene oxide.
Graphene oxide (GO), used in a wide variety of applications, is increasingly being introduced into aquatic environments; this situation calls for research on GO aggregation and sedimentation to regulate the environmental behaviors and risks. Many studies have investigated the aggregation and the mechanism of GO in water with a single background salt (monosalt system); however, this may not reflect real water environments where multiple salts coexist (multisalt system). A typical synthetic surface water (soft water) with representative multisalts was therefore used to study the aggregation and sedimentation of GO. The GO concentration-dependent aggregation (low concentration aggregation, high concentration stability) was observed in the soft water, and this concentration-dependent aggregation is opposite to the aggregation in monosalt systems (NaCl or CaCl2 solutions). The presence of GO sheets induced the formation of amorphous CaMg(CO3)2 nanoparticles on the GO surfaces in the soft water, and the formed nanoparticles promoted the aggregation and sedimentation of low concentrations of GO through bridging action. Neutral and alkaline conditions were favorable for the formation of CaMg(CO3)2 nanoparticles and the induced GO aggregation. These findings show a new mechanism of GO aggregation in environmentally relevant waters and help us to better evaluate the environmental fate of GO.